
State Bar of Michigan 
Prisons & Corrections Section Council Meeting Minutes 

MSU School of Law, Room 325 
East Lansing, MI 

March 9, 2019 
 

 
1. Establishment of Quorum: 

Present: Marilena David-Martin, Pat Streeter, Dan Manville, Michelle VanDusen, Sandy 
Girard, John Cooper, Kyle Kaminski, Steve Gobbo, David Gilbert, Barb Levine, Korbin 
Felder 
 
Excused: Keith Barber, Carol Siemon, Nicole George, Mike Marutiak, Ron Emery, Gary 
Kasenow 
 
Unexcused:, Kevin Harris 
Guests: None 
 
Chair-elect Marilena David-Martin called the meeting upon establishment of a quorum at 
10:09am.  
 

2. Adoption of agenda and any additions to agenda 
The chair-elect added an item to the agenda as follows: #6, Legislative Updates from 
John Cooper. Also, added, #9 Update on the Spring Newsletter from Pat Streeter.  
 
On motion by Steve Gobbo, and seconded by Sandy Girard, the motion to adopt the 
amended agenda was adopted unanimously.  

 
3. Approval of February 2019 Council meeting minutes 

On motion by Pat Streeter, and seconded by Sandy Girard, the February 2019 minutes 
were unanimously approved. 
 

4. Treasurer’s Report 
Dan Manville explained that he had just returned to town and did not have copies of the 
current account balance readily available, but noted that since February the only money 
spent was for Michelle’s catering. Dan indicated that there should not be anything 
unusual in our current account balance. 

 
5. Comments from Chair Elect 

Marilena explained that State Bar isn’t allowing us to have a meeting during their next 
SBM conference. Steve Gobbo offered comments about changes with the Bar due to 
recent cases such as the Abood decision.  
 

6. Legislative Updates - John Cooper 



John Cooper explained that Criminal Justice issues have played an early role in this 
current legislative session and the legislature has been busy considering Criminal Justice 
issues.  
 
John explained that there have been hearings on proposed legislation regarding civil asset 
forfeiture. John also explained that the House Judiciary committee is interested in the 
medically frail parole legislation. John did indicate that this is the proposed bill with the 
major carve outs, which excludes people serving life without parole sentences (1st degree 
murder) and 1st degree CSC convictions. John explained that several advocacy groups, 
including: the ACLU, Safe & Just MI, and the AFSC have submitted written testimony 
recently offering support with reservations specifically regarding carve outs. Nonetheless, 
the bill is heavily supported and John anticipates that the medically frail package of bills 
will be accepted by the summer.  
 
Raise the Age 
John also explained that the Raise the Age package of bills are moving through 
committees, but the question of how to fund the change still looms. Kyle summarized the 
issue plainly, that there is a bill with interest but the money to put in the bill is not 
available. John said that they are currently asking for $30 million for the transition. Due 
to this, John said he is unsure if raise the age will get done this year even though it is 
popular and has the right sponsors behind it. John and Kyle explained that Raise the Age 
is a 20-bill package and the main sponsors are Pete Lucido, Stephanie Chang, and Sylvia 
Santana. There were inquiries from the floor, and John explained that the package of bills 
still doesn’t address direct filing or the waiver system for juveniles. Kyle explained that 
MDOC’s interpretation is that for waivers the youth would stay in the juvenile system 
until age 18 or 21 (or whenever they are required to) before they are sent to adult system.  
 
Expanded Expungement 
John explained that Safe and Just MI has been working with Reps. Lucido and Rep. Filler 
on potential legislation regarding the access and expansion of the expungement process. 
John explained that they have been convening stakeholders, including AG Nessel, and 
other stake holders about making the process more accessible and wider and potentially 
automating the process. John explained that Code for America is assisting in the 
conversations about how to automate the expungement process. John believes that any 
future steps toward automating expungement will most likely allow prosecutors the 
option of appealing the automatic expungement.  
 
John explained that currently there are other ongoing conversations regarding expanded 
expungement eligibility such as; dealing with traffic offenses (except DUI), or how to 
treat felonies transitionally- if multiple felonies arise in the commission of one crime if 
they will count as one. John said there are questions about the number of misdemeanors 
people are eligible to have, and if they can raise the number to more than the current 
amount - of two misdemeanors. Also, there are questions surrounding more than a one 
felony limit. John explained that there are still a lot of details that need to be worked out, 
but they are looking for bill introduction in mid-April, and he is confident that if 



prosecutors, state police and others in the law enforcement community sign off, then it 
should be able to pass.  
 
 
Parole Supervision Fees 
The bills that will set a cap on parole supervision fees are up for review next week. Those 
are HB 4031 & 4032. Kyle said that MDOC is the main stakeholder regarding this issue 
and they support the change. The standard parole fee would become $30 per month and 
$60 if on electronic monitoring. There will be an indigent carve out option as well. 
Currently, the fees are $135 a month for normal supervision and then more than $14 
every day for those on electronic monitoring. They are hopeful that the bills will pass out 
of committee and hopefully be voted on by this summer.  

 
MDOC supports the bills, and thinks that they will have more aggregate collections 
because other states have seen that parolees are more likely to comply when the fees are 
lower. Kyle noted that there is a national trend for a simple, flat, low fee. These bills have 
a fail-safe mechanism so that if the total annual fees collected are lower than the prior 
year, there will be an option to adjust the fees annually. Kyle reported that currently 
MDOC collects about 6-10% (total dollar amount not necessarily the percentage of 
parolees that are paying) of what they are supposed to receive. Kyle said with the new 
scale they will need about 25% compliance by parolees to the new rate to break even. 
MDOC is confident that they have the right dynamics to make that happen. Kyle 
explained that some other states have gone to a dollar a day parole fees and they have 
compliance rates of more than 60%. 
 
Medically frail legislation conversation  
Kyle explained that as the medically frail legislation progresses, plans have begun 
regarding care for these people in a nursing home or residential care facility. Kyle 
explained that the facility will not be a MDOC operated nursing home, but rather it will 
be a private nursing home. The plan is that it will be a stand-alone nursing home not an 
existing one. It may potentially have about 60 to 80 beds. It also may include other 
people, not just parolees from MDOC, but also potentially folks out of the state hospital 
system. But, most of the population will be pre-ERD releases and some difficult cases of 
people who are past their ERD and medically fragile. 
 
Kyle explained that they are looking at models from Connecticut and Georgia regarding 
the placement of the nursing home facility. In Connecticut, a nursing care facility of 
parolees was placed in a community and the community objected to it, whereas Georgia 
the facility was placed in a community where prisons were already located and there were 
not issues. The current conversation is regarding placement in locations that already have 
prisons. The facility would not be ready for at least a year, more realistically in 2020.  
 
The plan is for it to operate similarly to any other secure nursing home. The resident 
population of the facility would include other persons with management issues, not just 
the MDOC. Currently MDOC has about 20-40 people in their custody who the new 
legislation will affect, but MDOC notes there are approximately 800 people with “life 



limiting conditions” in their custody. The hope is that the legislation will impact more 
people in the future, with more buy in, and the eligibility definitions will expand to 
include more people.  
 
Other related updates 
There were Oral Arguments last week at the Michigan Supreme Court regarding 
Michigan’s Sex Offender Registration Act. ACLU & SADO have been involved in the 
arguments. There is action regarding the sex offender registry currently in state court, 
federal court, and the legislature.  
 
Rep. LeGrand will introduce a package of bills on bail reform in the upcoming week.  
 
Pew Charitable Trusts will be sending a team to Michigan to staff a commission headed 
by the Chief Justice to study the jail population in Michigan. The projected launch is in 
Mid-April and policy recommendations hopefully will come in 2020.  

 
7. MDOC updates - Kyle Kaminski 

The governor’s budget recommendation for MDOC came out recently, and it is largely a 
continuation of the previous budget. The top needs were identified for training more 
officers and to convert the Franklin unit at Thumb Correctional Facility to serve as the 
frail and aged unit. It may serve as a prerelease unit doing pipeline treatment for those 
who would get released to the future nursing care facility. The planned unit will have 
more medical capabilities than the Lakeland geriatric unit. More money was also allotted 
in the budget for more Hepatitis C treatment.  
 
Construction is currently underway at Women’s Huron Valley for their Vocational 
Village. MDOC has all the funding secured for this.  
 
There are currently 229 people in the MDOC academies. So, the total number of CO 
vacancies is approximately 600 plus with the current classes, or 800 plus without the 
current academy classes. Statewide, there are about 15-16% vacancies for MDOC 
officers. MDOC is aiming to fill approximately 400 of these statewide vacancies.  
 

8. Status report and update on June Program – Marilena David Martin 
Marilena provided updates from the June Program committee. The agenda is not yet 
finalized but the committee has some potential presenters lined up and has the program 
title finished. The program is entitled:   “Trauma and Trauma Care Before, During, and 
After Incarceration.” 
 
The program is on Saturday June 1, at the State Bar building or at MSU. A discussion 
was had regarding having a potentially longer program, maybe 9am to 3pm, with lunch 
served or a larger breakfast. Michelle said that she can cater either option. There was not 
opposition to the longer program. A concrete meeting agenda and speakers will be ready 
for the April 6 meeting and will be published in the newsletter then.  
 



There was an idea about having a reactive panel at the end of the training. The idea was 
to have potentially MDOC representatives, sheriff’s association representatives and/or 
formerly incarcerated people to react to the presentations from the day.  Each presenter 
should address the topic of trauma/ trauma care before, during, or after incarceration. 
There was also discussion about trying to include in the conversation, the topic of 
schools. David Gilbert mentioned that Battle Creek school district has been doing some 
trauma care work. He said that he will reach out to some people from the school district 
regarding this as a possible presenter. The committee will follow up on potential 
presenters regarding schools.  
 
An idea of a location change to attract a broader group of attendees was had. There was 
discussion regarding having the program at MSU or the State Bar Building, as well as 
Detroit or Lansing. It was decided that Lansing would be easier. Dan Manville said that 
he will check on a room at MSU and someone will check with the State Bar regarding 
opening the doors of the conference room up to have more space. 
 
Similarly, to in years past a fee waiver will be available for formerly incarcerated people, 
as well as a discount for students.  
 
Steve Gobbo had an announcement on behalf of the Criminal Law section. The Criminal 
Law section’s policy conference will be on Thursday, June 13 and Friday, June 14 in 
Frankenmuth. Rep. Graham Filler will be speaking. There may be interest at the 
conference on the topic of bail reform. The Criminal Law section is interested in 
commentary on the conference. They aren’t locked in exclusively on policy as the focus 
of the conference, but also are interested in providing some training as well.  
 

9. Newsletter – Pat Streeter 
Pat Streeter provided an update on the upcoming April Newsletter. There will be an 
article by Chuck Whalen on the Calvin College program at Richard Handlon (MTU) 
prison. The warden at MTU and the director of Calvin’s program are being interviewed 
for the article. There was conversation on including something about the June program in 
the April newsletter. A rough draft of the newsletter will be put together by the end of 
March, and may include an article from a presenter at the program. The newsletter will be 
sent to the Bar in April for printing. 
 
Pat Streeter reminded non-Bar members to check their membership status and dues 
because if they are not on the Bar’s list then they will not get the newsletter.   

       
10. Report: Codification/ Updates on past Section policy statements – Barb Levine 

Barb reported that she was able to get data from MDOC about prosecutor and victim 
initiated parole appeal cases. She reviewed cases of 53 appeals involving 45 prisoners 
who were granted parole. There were seven cases where the prisoner had retained 
counsel, and for the other cases there was no evidence of any order of appointment of 
counsel. Although it is not confirmed, it is suspected that counsel wasn’t appointed on the 
other cases. The Supreme Court has picked up the issue in some cases where the court of 
appeals hasn’t done anything, but it is noted that the whole process is very time 



consuming as the repeated appeals can take years. 16 people of the group of 45 are still in 
prison after having been granted parole.  
 
Conversation was had regarding the counties which are initiating the appeals. Most 
appeals from Wayne County were victim initiated. Oakland County still sends an APA to 
MDOC to look at cases, although they have not appealed cases yet.  
 
Sixteen of the appeals, statewide, were initiated by victims. 
 
Barb noted that since the issue doesn’t affect that many people, it may not take a lot of 
time to find a solution. Barb said that there is still more to figure out about the issue and 
may need to talk to Susan Meinberg at SADO and AAG Steve Langschwager.  
 
Discussion was had regarding one case where the parolee was granted and left prison and 
was in the community for about a year when an appeal was initiated. He was on parole 
without issue but the victim ran into him, and since the victim didn’t sign up for 
notification, they didn’t know he was out. They appealed his parole and he was sent back 
to prison, he is still at RGC currently. The MDOC tried to parole him again, but it was 
appealed again. It is not known if he has counsel.  
 
Some cases may be included as sample cases if the council decides to submit a 
recommendation to the Michigan Supreme Court for rules recommendation. Marilena let 
Barb know that the SADO rules committee would like to have a say if a recommendation 
is made.  
 
A discussion was had regarding if the council wants to submit a rule proposal, and if so, 
what that process entails. David Gilbert inquired if the victims will be entitled to counsel 
since they aren’t necessarily represented by the prosecutor in all cases. David suggested 
the victim should have the right to counsel whenever a defendant has a right to counsel. 
A discussion was had regarding the few cases where a victim initiates an appeal and the 
prosecutor decides not to represent the victim and appeal the parole.   
 
On Motion by Sandy Girard, seconded by Barb Levine, a vote to present the proposal to 
the Supreme Court for a court rule change that would give defendants the right to counsel 
in parole appeals. Eight voted in favor, while one opposed. The motion passed.  
 

11. Next Meeting 
The next meeting will be held on Saturday, April 6 at 10am at the State Bar building. 
John Cooper and Steve Gobbo noted that they will not be able to attend the April council 
meeting. 
 

12. Adjournment 
On motion by Pat Streeter, seconded by Sandy Girard, the meeting was unanimously 
adjourned at 11:48am. 
 
Minutes were prepared by temporary secretary Korbin Felder.  


